Swallowing physiotherapy assessment as a predictor of unsuccessful extubation in relation to excess upper airway secretions? Scarce studies have focused on swallowing evaluation to predict extubation failure. We hypothesized that bedside swallowing assessment before extubation is helpful to identify patients at risk of extubation failure. Method.-Funded by tender APHP multicenter prospective observational study. All consecutive patients hospitalized in the medical and surgical intensive care units of four university hospitals, intubated and mechanically ventilated for !6 days were included. Before extubation, the global swallowing pattern (GSP) was evaluated by a physiotherapist including: (1) cervical, oral, labial, and lingual motricity; (2) gag reflexes; (3) swallowing reflexes; (4) volume of pharyngeal secretions. Extubation was decided by the attending physicians blinded to GSP assessment. We investigated predictors of reintubation within the first 72 hours after patient's extubation in relation to aspiration or excess upper airway secretions. Results.-One hundred and sixty patients (age: 61 [48-75] (median [25-75% interquartile]), M/F ratio: 1.5, SAPSII: 54 [42-66], duration of mechanical ventilation: 11 days [8-17]) were included. Six patients died. Non-invasive ventilation was used in 39 patients (25%) after extubation. Post-extubation pneumonia was assessed in 10 patients. Twenty-three patients (14.5%) required reintubation, 16 within the first 72 hours with seven (4.4%) in relation to aspiration or excess upper airway secretions. Using a multivariate analysis, normal GSP significantly predicted absence of reintubation within the first 72 hours following extubation in relation to aspiration or excess upper airway secretions (odds ratio 0.42, 95%-confidence interval [0.18; 0.99], p = 0.04). Presence of normal right (0.12, [0.03; 0.59]) or left gag reflexes (0.13, [0.03; 0.63]) was significantly associated to absence of reintubation, with a negative predictive value of 0.98. There was a trend for oral motricity assessed by asking the patient to grit teeth to predict the necessity of reintubation (0.22, [0.04; 1.23], p = 0.08).
Conclusion.-Normal GSP as well as presence of one or both gag reflexes is predictive of absence of reintubation in relation to aspiration and excess upper airway secretions. Our high rate of reintubation is probably due to the intubation delay, it will be interesting to perform a study with patient intubated 48 hours at least. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.rehab.2013.07.399
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